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MODULES OVER DEDEKIND PRIME RINGS IV
HIDETOSHI

MARUBAYASHI

(Received November 9, 1973)
Throughout this paper, R will denote a Dedekind prime ring with the
quotient ring Q. Let F be any non-trivial right additive topology. A short
exact sequence 0->L->M-^N->0 is said to be i^-pure if the induced sequence
0-^LF-^MF^NF->0
is splitting exact, where MF is the F-torsion submodule
of M. A right jf?-module is said to be ί^-pure injective if it has the injective
property relative to the class of F°°-pure exact sequences. Similarly we shall
define the concept of F°°-pure projective modules.
We have already determined the structures of jF°°-pure injective and.F°°-pure
projective modules, under some conditions for F.
In this paper, we shall show how the results in [4] on these injectivity and
projectivity can be carried over the case of modules over any topology, and
discuss the relationships between jF°°-pure injective modules and F-injective
modules. We shall show, in Theorem 2.2, that there is a duality between all
.F-reduced, jF-torsion-free, jP°°-pure injective modules and all jF-torsion, Finjective modules. This is a generalization of a theorem of Harrison [2], By
using the duality we shall give some properties of .F-torsion-free and F°°-pure
injective modules.
1. F™-pure injective modules
Let R be a Dedekind prime ring with the two-sided quotient ring Q. We
denote the (R> i?)-bimodule QjR by K. Let F be a non-trivial (right additive)
topology. Then we denote the left additive topology corresponding to F by Fι
(cf. [5]). For any module M, we denote the F-torsion submodule of M by MF.
Let ρ F =Hm I-\I<EΞF). Then QF=limJ-1 (J^Fι) a n d KF=QF/R=KFι
(cf.
[5]). In this paper, F is a fixed non-trivial topology. Following [7], a module
D is F-injective if Ext(Λ//, D)=0 for every I^F. For any module M, we denote
the injective hull of M by E(M) and denote the F-injective hull of it by EF(M).
A module G is F-cotorsion if Ext(£)F, G)=0. Let M be a module. The union
of all ^-divisible submodules of M is itself ^-divisible and will be denoted by
MF°°: if MF°°=0, then M will be said to be F-reduced. From the exact sequence
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a

0->i?
>QF->KF->0 we derive the exact sequence: Hom(QF> M)
(KF, M). Then we have

oί*

>M->Ext

L e m m a 1.1. Let M be a module. Then
(i) M/MF00 is F-reduced.
(ii) Ima*=MF°°.
Proof, (i) If (M/MF°°)F~ Φθ, then we have an exact sequence 0->MF°°
-*N^>(MIMFβo)Foβ-+0y where N is a submodule of M and N^MF°°. For any
F-torsion module T, we have 0=Ext(Γ, Mί1oo)->Ext(Γ, iV)-^Ext(Γ, {MjMF^F00)
= 0 by Lemma 2.5 of [5] and so Ext(Γ, Λ τ )=0 implies that N is ^-divisible, a
contradiction.
The proof of (ii) is similar to one of Proposition 2.3 of [4].
From Lemma 1.1 we know that a module is jF-reduced and JP-cotorsion
if and only if it is jF-cotorsion in the sense of [6].
L e m m a 1.2.

(i) Ext(KF, M) is F-reduced and F-cotorsionfor every module

M.
(ii) Let G be F-reduced and F-cotorsion. Then Ext(X, G)=0 for every Ftorsion-free module X.
Proof, (i) From the exact sequence 0^MFoo-+M-+MIMF°°->09 we have
the exact sequence 0=Ext(i^ F , MF°°)->Ext(KF, M)-*Ext(KF, M/MJFoo)->0.
By Proposition 5.2 of [6] and Lemma 1.1, E x t ^ ^ , MjMF°°) is F-reduced and
F-cotorsion. Hence Έxt(KF> M) is also F-reduced and F-cotorsion.
(ii) First assume that X is a £)F-module. Then we have an exact sequence
0->Ker/->^]φρ F ->X-^0, where/is a g^-homomorphism. Hence Ker/is a
O^-submodule and so it is F r divisible. Applying Hom( , G) to this sequence
we get the exact sequence: 0=Hom(Ker/, G)-^Ext(X, G)-^Ext(£>F, G)=0.
Hence Ext(X, G)=0. Next assume that X is arbitrary. Since Xp=0, we have
the exact sequence 0-+X^X®QF
and so the sequence 0=Ext(X®QFy
G)-+
Έxt(X, G)->0 is exact. Hence Ext(X, G)=0 for every F-torsion-free module
X.
Lemma 1.3. Let 0->L->M-*N->0 be an F°°-pure exact sequence. Then
the sequence 0->Ext(KF, L)-^Ext(KF, M)-+Ext(KF, N)-*0 is splitting exact.
Proof. For any module X, we denote the module X/XF by X and Ext(jSΓF, X)
by X*. It is easy to see that if X is F-torsion-free, then X* is also F-torsionfree. Now we consider the following commutative diagrams:
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0

0

ϊ
0 -> L *

0

I

I

-> M% -> N% -> 0

1
0 -> L *
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I

I

-> M * -> ΛΓ* - ^ 0

1

i

i

0 -» L* -> M* -> N * -> 0

I

o

o

I

o

1

Since Hom(ίCF, 'X)=Hom(KFJ XF) for every module X and i? is hereditary,
the rows and columns are all exact. Further, from the assumption and Lemma
1.2, we know that the columns, the top and bottom rows are splitting exact.
Hence the middle row is also splitting exact.
Proposition 1.4. Let G be an F-reduced module. Then G is F-cotorsion if
and only if G is F°°-pure injective.
Proof. Assume that G is F-cotorsion. Then G^Έxt(KF, G) by Proposition 5.2 of [6]. Hence, by using Lemma 1.3, we can easily prove that G is F°°pure injective. Conversely assume that G is jF°°-ρure injective. Since G is
F-reduced and R is hereditary, the sequence 0->G->Έxt(KF, G)->Έxt(QF, G)
—>0 is exact and .F°°-pure. So the sufficiency is clear.
From Proposition 5.2 of [6] and Proposition 1.4 we know that an F-reduced
module G is -F°°-pure injective if and only if G^Ext(i£ F , G). Let M be a submodule of G with (G/M)F=0. Then G is an F°°-pure essential extension of M if
there are no nonzero submodules HS=G with H (Ί M=0 and [(G/(ίί©M)] F =0.
An extension G of M is an F°°-pure injective envelope if G is F°°-pure injective
and the extension is F°°-pure essential. By the same way as in §2 of [4], we
easily obtain that F°°-pure injective envelopes exist and are unique up to isomorphism. Let M=D®H be any module, where H is reduced and D is divisible.
OO
O
OO
O
Then it is easy to see that MF =D@HF° and so E(MF )=D®E(HF °).
Let
f: H->E(HF°°) be an extension of the inclusion map HF°°->E(HF~) and let /:
M->E(MF°°):f(d, x)=(d, f(x)), where d<=D and x<=H. Let the map g: M-+
Έ>xt(KF, M) be the connecting homomorphism. Define h: M^Z?(MF°°)©Ext
(KF9 M): h(m)=(f(m), g(m)). Then we have the following theorem by slight
modifications to the proof of Theorem 2.9 in [4]:
Theorem 1.5.

Let M be a module. Then the sequence

0 -> M -> E(MF°°)®Ext(KFy

M) -> Coker

h^0

is the F°°-pure injective resolution of M. E(MF°°)(BExt(KF, M) is the F°°-pure
injective envelope of M, and Coker h is injective and F-torsion-free.
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REMARK, (i) An F°°-pure injective module is F-cotorsion. The converse
does not necessarily hold. For example, QF is F-cotorsion, because the sequence
0=Έxt{KF, QF)->Έxt(QF, QF)-*® is exact. But it is not necessarily F°°-pure
injective.
(ii) By the similar way as in Theorem 2.1 of [4] we have a module is impure projective if and only if it is a direct sum of a projective module and an
F-torsion module. So the results in §3 of [4] hold for F°°-pure exact sequences.

Let M be an F-reduced module. From the exact sequence 0-^M F ->M->
M/M F ->0 we get the exact sequence: 0^Έxt(KFy MF)->Έxt(KF, M)-+Έxt
(KF, M/MF)->0. It is easy to see that Έxt(KF, M/MF) is F-torsion-free. Thus
we have
(1.6)

Ext(KF, M)^Ext(KFy

MF)®Έxt(KF,

M/MF).

An F-reduced, F°°-pure injective module is called F-adjusted if it has no
nonzero F-torsion-free direct summands. For any F-torsion module T, Ext
(KF, T) is F-adjusted (cf. §55 of [1]). Thus if G is an F°°-pure injective module,
then, from Theorem 1.5 and (1.6) we get:
G== DφAφB,
where D is injective, A is F-adjusted and B is F-reduced, F-torsion-free, F°°pure injective. For F-adjusted modules we have
(1.7) The mapping T->Έxt(KF, T)=G gives a one-to-one correspondence
between all F-reduced, F-torsion modules T and all F-adjusted modules G (cf.
Theorem 55.6 of [1]).
In the final section we shall study the structure of F°°-reduced, F-torsion-free
and F°°-pure injective modules.
2. F-torsion, F-injective modules and F-reduced, F-torsion-free,
F°°-pure injective modules
In this section we consider the relations between F-torsion, F-injective
modules and F-reduced, F-torsion-free, F°°-pure injective modules.
L e m m a 2.1. Let D be an F-torsion, F-injective module.
Then
(i) Hom(KFy D) is F-reduced, F-torsion-free and F°°-pure injective.
(ii)
Hom(KF,

Proof, (i) Since KF is F-divisible as a left i?-module, H o m ( ^ F , D) is
F-torsion-free and so (i) follows from Proposition 5.1 of [6] and Proposition 1.4.
(ii) The mapping η: Hom(KFy D)®KF->D defined by
η{x®q)=x{q\
where x^Hom(KFy D), q^KF, is an epimorphism, because D is F-torsion and
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F-injective.

Applying this map to Hom(KFy
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) we have the exact sequence:

Q-»Hom(KF, Ker η)-*llom(KF, Hom(KFy D)®KF}^Hom(KFy
D)->Ext(KFy
Ker η)-*0. Since Hom(KF, D)^Έxt(KFy Hom(KFy D)) by Proposition 5.2 of
[6] and (i), there is the isomorphism a: H o m ( ^ , D)^Hom(KFy
Hom(KFy D)
®KF) by Lemma 2.7 of [5]. For any q^KFy x^Hom(K, D) we have [)7*a(#)]
{q)=v[a(x){q)]=y{x®q)=x{q)
and so v*a=l. Thus η* is an isomorphism.
Hence Hom(KFy Ker η)=0=Έxt(KFy Ker η) implies that Ker 77=0. Therefore
Theorem 2.2. The correspondence
(*)

D->G = Hom(KF, D)

is one-to-one between all F-torsion, F-injective modules D and all F-reduced, Ftorsion-free> F°°-pure ίnjective modules G. The inverse of (*) is given by the
correspondence G
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 5.2 of [6], Lemmas 2.5, 2.7,
Corollary 2.6 of [5], and Proposition 1.4, Lemma 2.1.
This duality was exhibited by Harrison in [2] between all divisible, torsion
groups and all reduced, torsion-free, cotorsion groups. The author generalized
it to modules over bounded Dedekind prime rings (cf. [3]).
T h e n
We define i? F =lim R/I ( / G F ) and # F | = l i m R/J (J^Fι)
&F and
RFι are both rings containing R. Let M be an F-torsion module. Then M is
an J?F-module as follows: For m^M, f=([rj-\-I])^RF9
we define mr=mr/f
where JQ>O(m)—{r^R\mr=0}. Similarly, an F r torsion left module is an RFmodule.
Proposition 2.3. An F-reduced module is F-torsion-freey F°°-pure injective
if and only if it is a direct summand of a direct product of copies of RF .
Proof. From Lemma 2.7 of [5] and Lemma 2.1, RF is F-reduced, Ftorsion-free and .F'-pure injective and so the sufficiency is evident. Conversely
let G be jF-reduced, jF-torsion-free and F°°-pure injective. Then there exists an
F-torsion, F-injective module D with G=Hom(i^ F , D) by Theorem 2.2. It is
easy to see that D can be embedded in an exact sequence 0->D-+ ΐ[KF with
sufficiently many copies of KF. Hence we have the exact sequence 0-»Hom
(KF9 D)^URF^Coker
/*->0. Hom(KF, JlKFjD) is F-torsion-free and Coker
is so. Hence the above exact sequence splits. So G is a direct summand of
L e m m a 2.4. (i) An F-torsion, F-injective module is a direct sum of uniform.
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F-torsion and F-injective modules.
(ii) If M is F-torsion-free, then Tor(M> L)=0 for every Frtorsίon left module
L.
(iii) If M is F-torsion-free with M®KF=O> then M is F-injective.

Proof, (i) Let D be F-torsion and F-injective. Then £(£>)=
where Ea is uniform and injective. Hence D=E(D)F=yΣi(B(E(Λ)F
and (EΛ)F is
uniform and F-injective.
(ii) Let L be an F-torsion left module. Then L can be embedded in an
exact sequence 0—>L—>2®ίf with sufficiently many copies of KF. Hence
we have the exact sequence 0-^Tor(M, L)->]>]© Tor (M, KF)=0.
(iii) L e t / be any element in Ft. Then from an exact sequence 0-»i?//->
^(BKF-+L-*0 we get the exact sequence Tor(M, L)->M®RIJ->M®Q>1®KF).
The first and last terms are zero by the assumption and (ii). Thus M®RIJ=0
implies that M is F-injective by Lemma 2.5 of [5],
A submodule B of an jR^-module G is called an F-basic submodule if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(a) B is a direct sum of indecomposable, cyclic i?F/-modules,
(b) (G/B) F =0,
(c) G\B is F-injective.
Proposition 2.5. Let G be an F-reduced, F-torsion-free and F°°-pure injective
module. Then
(i) G possesses an F-basic submodule.
(ii) Any two F-basic submodules of G are ίsomorphic.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 there exists an F-torsion, F-injective module D
such that 6?=Hom(i^ F , D). Write 0 = 2 0 ] } , , where Da is uniform and Finjective. Further we let B=J2®Hom(KFy DΛ) and Ba=Hom(KFy DΛ). Then
we may assume that GΏB.
(i) We shall prove that B is an F-basic submodule of G. (a): Since DΛ is
isomorphic to a direct summand of KF, BΛ is a cyclic RF^module. From
Theorem 2.2 it is evident that Ba is indecomposable, (b): Let D=(ΐ[D(Λ)F.
Then DβD and (UDJD)F=0.
So 0->D->I[Dΰi-+ΐlDJD->0 is F°°-pure.
Hence D is F^divisible, because ΐlDa is F r divisible (cf. Lemma 2.4 of [4]).
Applying Hom(i£ F , ) to the above sequence we get the exact sequence 0->
Hom(i^, D)-+Hom(KF, IίDa)->Hom(KFy
ΐ[DJD)=0.
Hence H o m ( ^ , D)^
ΠHom(ίΓ f , DΛ)= TίBa. Since DjD is F-torsion, D is a direct summand of D.
So G is a direct summand of ΐ[Ba.
Let h be any element of ΐίBa with hlQB
for some / G F . Since hi is finitely generated, there are aly •••, an such that hi
£ B Λ l θ θ ΰ Λ r t . Hence h(=B, since UBa is F-torsion-free and BaiξB -'®BΛn
is a direct summand of ΐ[Ba. Therefore (UBJB)F=0
and so (G/B)F=0. (c):
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Applying ®KF to the exact sequence 0->J3-»G-»G/B-*0 we have the exact
sequence Ύoτ{GjB,KF)->B®KF->G®KF-^{GlB)®KF-^0.
By (b) and Lemma
2.4, the first term is zero. Further B®KF^^]®Da=D^G®KF
implies that
(G/B)®KF=0.
Hence G\B is .F-injective by Lemma 2.4.
(ii) Let B=^®BJ
be any F-basic different from B. Then by the same
way as in the above (c), we have D^^Σl®(BΛf®KF).
Hence we have B^B' by
Theorem 2.2 and Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya's theorem.
Let S(KF) be the right socle of KF. Then S(KF) is a left module and is
jFΓtorsion. Hence it is a left j^-module. Let G=Hom(KFy D), where D is an
F-torsion and JP-injective module. From the exact sequence 0->S(KF)->KF,
i*

we have the exact sequence 0-»Ker t*-*G-*ΐlom(S(KF)9
modules.

Λ

D)-*Ό as right J? F/ -

L e m m a 2.6. Ker i*= fl GJ, where J ranges over all maximal left ideals in
Proof. It is evident that S(KF)=^J"1IRy
where / ranges over all maximal
left ideals in Ft. By Lemma 2.1, we have an isomorphism η: G®KF^D and
the exact sequence 0-+G->G®QF-^G®KF-^>0. Let x be an element of G.
Then we have
x(S(KF)) = 0 « xiJ-'/R) = 0 « ^(^®/-7i?) = 0 <=>
x®J'1/R = O ^ ^ / ^ S G i n G®QFt=> χ(=GJ
for every maximal left ideal/ in Fr
For any l?F/-module M, we put J(M)= Π M/ and M=M/J(M), where /
ranges over all maximal left ideals in F 7 . By Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9 of [5], J{M)
is an i^-module.
Corollary 2.7. (i) 77*£ Jacobson radical of RFι coincides with J(RFι).
(ii) Let G=Hom(KF, Z>), where D is F-torsion and F-injective. Then G^
Hom(S(KF\ D).
Proof. By Corollary 4.5 of [6], RFi^Hom(KF,
KF). Further, it is clear
that KF is quasi-injective and is an essential extension of S(KF).
Hence (i)
follows from Lemma 2.6. (ii) also follows from Lemma 2.6.
Let F{ be an atom contained in JF (i.e., F{ is a minimal element in the lattice
of all topologies) and let SF. be a simple, Frtorsion module. Then G F .=Hom
(KF, EF(SF.)) is .F-reduced, jP-torsion-free,i^°°-pure injective and indecomposable.
By Corollary 2.7, GF{^Hom(S(KF),
EF(SFt))=Hom(S(KF),
SFf) and so G F . is a
simple RF-module.
A simple j?F/-module which is isomorphic to the module
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GF. is said to be Frsimple. By the F-rank M of an J^F/-module M is meant the
cardinal number of a maximal independent set of simple i?F/-modules of M.
Similarly the Frrank M of M is defined by using JPrsimple submodules of M.
Theorem 2.8. Let G and G1 be F-reduced, F-torsίon-free and F°°-pure
injective modules. Then G^G1if
and only if Frrank G=Frrank G1for all atoms
F{ contained in F.
In particular, F-rank G coincides with the cardinal number of the numbers of
cyclic, indecomposable direct summands of the F-basic submodule of G.

Proof. The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency we let G=Hom
(KFy D) and G1=Hoπι(KF, D^, where D and Dλ are F-torsion, F-injective.
Further let J 9 = Σ ® A*> where DΛ is uniform and F-injective and let 2 ? = Σ θ £ Λ ,
where Ba=Hom(KFi
DΛ). Then it is evident that / ( ΰ ) = Σ θ Jiβ J and so
B="Σk@BΛ. For each a, DΛ is isomorphic to EF(SF) for some atom F£ contained
in F, where SF. is a simple and ^-torsion module. Hence Ba is a simple RFmodule. The exact sequence 0->JB-^G-^G/JB->0 is F°°-pure and so the sequence O^B-^G is exact (cf. Lemma 2.4 of [4]). Next we shall prove that G is
an essential extension of B as an j^-module. The diagram is commutative with
exact rows (cf. Corollary 2.7):
0

•

B

0 -> ΣϊθHom(S(KF),

G
DΛ) -> Hom(S(KF),

D).

So it is enough to show that Hom(S(KF), D) is an essential extension of
Hom(S(KF), DΛ). To prove this, let/be any nonzero element of Hom(S(KF), D).
Then there exists a simple direct summand Sa of S(KF) with /(*S'Λ>)Φθ. Write
^S^ and let ea: S(KF)->Sa be the projection. Since
KF=EF(SΛ)
p

S£), there is f^RF/
such that it is an extension of S(KF)-^SΛ^KF
and is
a zero map on EF(S'a). Then OΦ/r a n d / r e 2 © H o m ( S ( V F ) , DΛ), as desired.
Thus F r rank G coincides with the cardinal number of the numbers of i^-simple
direct summands of B, and so it coincides with the cardinal number of the
numbers of uniform, jF-injective direct summands of D which contain an F Γ torsion
and simple module for every atom F{ contained in F. Hence D^D1 and so G ^
G1 by Theorem 2.2. The last assertion is evident from the above discussion.
Theorem 2.9. Let D be an F-torsion, F-injective module and let G=Hom
(KF) D). Then Hom(D, D)^HomRFι(G, G).
Proof. The mapping Φ: Hom(Z), D)-^Hom£ F/ (G, G), defined by Φ(f)(g)
= / ^(/GHom(fl, Z)), g^G) is clearly a ring homomorphism. Assume that
Φ(/)=0, where/GHom(Z), D). Let D=ΣθA,,
where Da is uniform and Finjective. For each α, DΛ is isomorphic to a direct summand of Ka. Hence
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there isga<=G such thatg Λ (K F )=D Λ .
Then we have
0=Φ(f)(gΛ)(KF)=f-gΛ
(KF)=f(Da).
Hence / = 0 , and thus Φ is a monomorphism. Finally we shall
prove that Φ is an epimorphism. For any Da, there exists a direct summand
KΛ of KF such that ΘΛ : Ka^Da.
Let ea : KF^Ka
be the projection and let
ia : KΛ-+KF be the inclusion. Write φa=θaea and
ty^ij)'?.
Further let
BΛ=Uom(KF) D) and let B=J]®Ba.
Then BΛ=φa&Fι
and B is an F-basic
submodule of G. Now let g be any element of Hom£ F/ (G, G). Then, as is
easily verified, the mapping

where dΛi<=Da.y is a homomorphism.

Further, for any k^KF,

we have

φ(/) (ΦJ (*) =f°ΦM = g(φa) [ψΛ(ΦM)l
= g(ΦMk) = g{Φ«eΛ) (k) = g(φa) (k),
because eΛ^RFι
and g is an .ffF/-homomorphism. Hence Φ(/) (φΛ)=g(φΛ) f° r
every φ Λ . This implies that Φ(/) coincides with g on B. So Φ(f)—g induces
a homomorphism from G/B into G. Since G/B is F -divisible and G is Freduced, the map is zero and so φ(f)=g.
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